
SHARING FROM A FRIEND AND WORTH THE TIME TO READ! 
 
Just wanted to give you a quick update on another issue developing in Missouri politics, that is supposed 
to be on our November ballot this fall - the "Clean Missouri" initiative. The organization pushing it has 
collected signatures to have it placed on the ballot, and from what I understand they've succeeded.   
 
There are a number of things about it, all *sounding very good* - having to do with "ethics reform" - 
which SOUNDS good, but IMO, in this case is really just covering up what their REAL purpose probably is, 
which is changing how districts in Missouri are re-drawn after the next census. From the descriptions 
I've heard so far, in my opinion this plan would be devastating for Conservatives in future elections in 
Missouri! I understand the initiative includes provisions for  districts to not be required to be "a 
contiguous area" - so potentially a "district" could be comprised of an area near St. Louis, another 
separate area near Cape Girardeau and another separate area near St. Joseph! That would make it 
almost impossible for a candidate or even an elected official to cover their entire district either during a 
campaign or afterwards during their term! (which is probably one of their intentions - to interject as 
much chaos as possible!)  
 
 It also supposedly provides for the final say of how/where district boundaries will be set, to be 
solelyClean MO; the job of a new position of "State Demographer" to be established in the State 
Auditor's office - and selected and hired BY  and reporting to the State Auditor - an office filled by 
partisan elections. That is FAR too much power in the hands of one person, to determine how our future 
districts will be drawn and implemented for the next decade! And if the auditor elected this fall is again 
a democrat - well, that's who will decide how our districts are drawn in Missouri for the next decade 
following 2020! Which will cover the next two presidential elections as well as all other offices! 
 
And the fact that this whole thing is being mostly funded by a huge donation by none other than George 
Soros should probably tell us all we need to know! ;-( 
 
Progressive mega-donor George Soros bigfoots into Missouri ballot fight over redistricting, ethics 
 
 


